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We report a combined study of the spin resonances and superconducting gaps for underdoped
(Tc = 19 K), optimally doped (Tc = 25 K), and overdoped (Tc = 19 K) Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 single
crystals with inelastic neutron scattering and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy. We find a
quasi two dimensional spin resonance whose energy scales with the superconducting gap in all three
compounds. In addition, anisotropic low energy spin excitation enhancements in the superconduct-
ing state have been deduced and characterized for the under and optimally doped compounds. Our
data suggest that the quasi two dimensional spin resonance is a spin exciton that corresponds to
the spin singlet-triplet excitations of the itinerant electrons. However, the intensity enhancements
of the anisotropic spin excitations are dominated by the out-of-plane spin excitations of the ordered
moments due to the suppression of damping in the superconducting state. Hence we offer a new in-
terpretation of the double energy scales differing from previous interpretations based on anisotropic
superconducting energy gaps, and systematically explain the doping-dependent trend across the
phase diagram.
PACS numbers: 74.25.Ha, 74.70.-b, 78.70.Nx
I. INTRODUCTION
A spin resonance mode in an unconventional super-
conductor is a spin exciton that corresponds to the spin
singlet-triplet excitation of itinerant electrons within the
superconducting (SC) gap energy1–3. In an inelastic neu-
tron scattering (INS) spectrum, one can see a dramatic
enhancement in the intensity for spin excitations at a
specific energy ω and momentum Q below the SC transi-
tion temperature Tc. The energy and momentum of the
spin resonance mode have intimate relationships with the
magnitude and symmetry of the SC gap. Thus, the spin
resonance mode has been viewed as crucial evidence for
unconventional superconductivity and as a probe for re-
vealing the SC gap symmetry. However, while the inten-
sity enhancement of the spin excitations for a supercon-
ductor in the SC state can be ascribed to the spin exciton
mode, it can also originate from the suppression of damp-
ing by superconductivity on a pre-existing magnon mode
of an underlying antiferromagnetic (AF) order4.
In the iron pnictide superconductors, the spin reso-
nance mode has been observed at the coincident wave
vectors of the nesting wave vector (pi, 0) between the hole
and electron Fermi surfaces (FSs) and the long range
AF order QAF of the parent compounds with an energy
Eres ≈ 4.3kBTc
5–16. This observation is consistent with
the prediction for an s± pairing symmetry where the
spin resonance appears below the partical-hole spin flip
continuum 2∆ = |∆(k + QAF ) + ∆(k)| ≈ 6kBTc, where
∆(k + QAF ) and ∆(k) are the SC gaps on the nesting
electron and hole FSs17–19. In this scenario, the newly
discovered double spin resonances in NaFe0.985Co0.015As
has been ascribed to anisotropic or orbital dependent
SC gaps20–23. On the other hand, it has also been sug-
gested that the long range magnetic order can shift the
spin resonance to a higher energy at (pi, 0) from that at
the frustrated wave vector (0, pi) in a detwinned single
crystal24,25. Hence, the two spin resonances would ap-
pear as a double resonance at the same Q = (pi, 0)/(0, pi)
in a twinned crystal. However, these interpretations
could not explain a purely out-of-plane spin excitation
enhancement that has been observed at a lower energy
(≈ 1.8kBTc) in the SC state in Ba(Fe0.94Co0.06)2As2, in
addition to the commonly observed spin resonance at
the energy ∼ 4.3kBTc
26. The observation of the out-
of-plane spin excitations hints at a connection to the
anisotropic spin excitations in the AF parent compound
BaFe2As2
27,28, where the dispersive spin resonance mode
in underdoped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 closely resembles the
zone center out-of-plane spin wave mode in the AF state
2of the parent compound29–33.
While interpretations of the double spin resonances
have been offered in individual cases, a comprehen-
sive explanation across the doping dependence for this
peculiar occurrence is lacking34–37. In this paper,
we present a systematic doping dependence study of
the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 system, where we combine INS
and angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
studies on three compounds of the electron doped
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 system. We show that the three com-
pounds have comparable SC gaps. Importantly, a three
dimensional (3D) spin excitation mode has been observed
in the under and optimally doped compounds in the SC
state in addition to the commonly observed quasi two di-
mensional (2D) spin resonance. Moreover, we find that
the 3D mode at low energies is monotonically suppressed
with doping, while the 2D mode follows the trend of the
Tc dome. Hence, we identify the two energy scales of the
magnetic excitation enhancements below Tc to be due
to the pre-existing magnon mode and the spin exciton
mode, respectively. This novel interpretation differs from
previous interpretations based on distinct superconduct-
ing energy gap scales, and comprehensively resolves the
systematic doping-dependence trends.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The single crystals were grown by the self-flux
method38. We determined the compositions using a
wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS). The
Tcs were obtained from the onset of the drops in the
diamagnetic susceptibilities measured using a standard
physical property measurement system (PPMS) from
Quantum Design. As shown in Fig. 1, the three com-
pounds that we measured were the underdoped com-
pound x = 0.056, TN = 44, Tc = 19 K (UD19), the opti-
mally doped compound x = 0.079, Tc = 25 K (OP25),
and the overdoped compound x = 0.109, Tc = 19 K
(OD19). Our neutron scattering experiments were car-
ried out on the HB-3 thermal triple-axis spectrometer at
X
WDS
FIG. 1. (a) A schematic phase diagram of
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 shows TN and Tc for the compositions x =
0.056, 0.079, and 0.109 samples. (b) Magnetic susceptibility
measurements with a 20 Oe field paralleled with the ab-plane
reveal the Tcs at 19, 25, and 19 K for the UD19, OP25, and
OD19 samples, respectively.
the High Flux Isotope Reactor, Oak Ridge National lab-
oratory. Horizontal collimations of 48′ − 60′ − 80′ − 120′
with a final beam energy of Ef = 14.7 meV and
two pyrolytic graphite (PG) filters were employed. We
coaligned 7.56, 7.39, and 5.41 g of single crystals for each
of the compositions, respectively, with a mosaic of ∼2◦
full width at half maximum (FWHM) in the [H,H,L]
plane in tetragonal notation with the lattice parameters
a = b = 3.95 A˚ , c = 12.90 A˚ for all three composi-
tions optimized at 2 K. The wave vector Q is defined
as Q = [H,K,L] = (2piH/a, 2piK/b, 2piL/c) in recipro-
cal lattice units. Samples from the same batches were
used in the ARPES experiments, which were carried out
at beam line 5-4 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Lightsource using a Scienta R4000 analyzer, with a total
energy resolution of 5 meV and an angular resolution of
0.3◦. The single crystals were cleaved in situ below 10
K and measured under ultra high vacuum with a base
pressure of better than 3× 10−11 torr.
III. RESULTS
1. Spin excitations
Figure 2 shows constant Q scans of the low energy
spin excitations at Q = (0.5, 0.5, 1) and (0.5, 0.5, 2) be-
low and above Tc for all three compounds. The spin exci-
tation spectra reveal clear intensity enhancements below
FIG. 2. (a) Constant Q scans at Q = (0.5, 0.5, 1), and
Q = (0.65, 0.65, 1) and (0.35, 0.35, 1) for background measure-
ments, and (b) at Q = (0.5, 0.5, 2) below and above Tc for the
UD19 sample. (c, d) and (e, f) are the identical measurements
for the OP25 and OD19 samples.
3P. Steffens et al.(a) (c)
(b) (d)
FIG. 3. (a) χ′′(ω,Q) measured at Q = (0.5, 0.5, 1) by po-
larized neutron scattering on Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 with x =
0.06, Tc = 24 K, reproduced from Ref. 26. The red shaded
area represents the out-of-plane component, and the stripe
green shaded area represents the spin fluctuations presenting
in both the in-plane and out-of-plane channels. (b) Normal-
ized χ′′(ω,Q) measured at Q = (0.5, 0.5, 1) on the UD19, (c)
OP25, and (d) OD19 compounds with unpolarized INS in the
SC state at 2 K (black) and the normal state above Tc (vio-
let). The red and stripe green shaded areas are fits of the spin
excitation spectra in the SC state as (a). The black solid lines
are sums of the two fitted peaks. The red and olive dashed
lines are fits of the 3D and 2D components of the spin excita-
tion spectra in the normal state. The violet dashed lines are
sums of the red and olive dashed lines.
Tc, which have been widely accepted as spin resonances.
Intriguingly, the spin resonances at Q = (0.5, 0.5, 1) for
the UD19 and OD19 samples of the same Tc appear at
different energies, deviating from a universal Eres/kBTc
relation. In contrast, the energies of the spin resonances
for the three compounds at Q = (0.5, 0.5, 2) are compara-
ble, consistent with the small variation in Tc. The devia-
tion of the spin resonance for the underdoped compounds
at L = 1 have been ascribed to a coupling between the
magnetic order and superconductivity13,26,29,30. How-
ever, the mechanism of the effect of the coupling to the
spin resonance is still a puzzle.
Previously, polarized INS studies by P. Steffens et al.
on nearly optimally doped Ba(Fe0.94Co0.06)2As2 have re-
vealed two components of the spin excitation spectrum
with distinct energies, an isotropic in-plane mode and an
anisotropic out-of-plane mode26, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
One can take the difference in intensity between the two
polarization channels, thence giving the anisotropic 3D
spin excitation mode, while taking the sum of the iden-
tical part of the two channels gives the isotropic 2D spin
excitation mode thereby separating out the two compo-
nents. The 3D component can be fitted by a Gaussian
peak and the 2D component can be fitted by a Log-
normal distribution function. In an unpolarized INS ex-
periment, one measures both the 3D and the 2D spin ex-
FIG. 4. (a) Difference of the normalized total χ′′(Q,ω)
between 2 K and 22 K at the wave vectors Q = (0.5, 0.5, 1)
and (b) Q = (0.5, 0.5, 2) for the UD19 sample. The red (stripe
green) shaded area is the subtraction of the extracted 3D (2D)
spin excitations between 2 K and 22 K. The black solid line
is a sum of the red and stripe green areas. (c, d) and (e,
f) represent the identical analysis for the OP25 and OD19
samples.
citations simultaneously, which in this compound would
be seen as a double-peak excitation.
Figures 3(b)-3(d) present our unpolarized INS spectra
on the UD19, OP25, and OD19 samples below and above
Tc, respectively. The intensities have been background
subtracted, corrected by the Bose factor and normal-
ized by the sample incoherent elastic scattering to give
χ′′(Q,ω) in units of µ2BeV
−1[39]. The suppression of the
intensities for the OP25 sample compared with that nor-
malized by phonons in BaFe1.85Co0.15As2 [Ref. 40] can
be ascribed to the contributions of the FeAs flux and Al
holders to the incoherent elastic scattering in our normal-
ization. The spin excitation spectrum for the UD19 sam-
ple clearly shows two peaks at 2 K, reminiscent of the two
components revealed by the polarized INS study. This
motivates us to extract the 2D and 3D components of
the data both below and above Tc for the three dopings.
For below Tc, we fit the data with a Gaussian peak and
a Log-normal peak, which correspond to the 3D and 2D
spin excitations, respectively, for all three dopings. The
FWHM of the Gaussian function (ω) and the standard
deviation of the Log-normal function (σ) are two param-
eters that substantially affect the fittings. From fitting
of the polarized INS data in Fig. 3(a), we extract the
two parameters, ω = 2.3± 0.1 meV and σ = 0.30± 0.01,
for the Tc = 24 K sample. For our OP25 sample, which
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FIG. 5. (a) A schematic of FSs for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 with
the hole FSs (α, β, γ) at Γ in the BZ center and the elec-
tron FSs (η) at X in the BZ corner. The momentum points
where the gaps are taken in (b)-(d) are marked on the FSs in
(a). Symmetrized EDCs indicating the SC gaps of the UD19
(green), OP25 (purple), and OD19 (orange) samples on the
(b) η electron band at X, (c) γ hole band at Γ, and (d) inner
hole band, α/β, at Γ. (b)-(c) were taken with 22 eV photons
(kz = 0), while (d) were taken with 30 eV photons (kz = pi) as
the inner hole band does not cross the Fermi level at kz = 0.
Angular dependence of SC gaps taken at 24 eV for (e) the
outer hole band at Γ, and (f) the electron η band at X, for
the UD19 and OP25 samples.
has a very close concentration, we fix ω = 2.3 meV and
find σ = 0.35± 0.02. A fitting for the UD19 sample with
fixed σ = 0.35 yields ω = 3.1 ± 0.2 meV. All the other
parameters have been released in the fittings. For the
OD19 sample, only a Log-normal function is needed to
fit the data, yielding ω = 0.39± 0.03. The fitted results
as shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate that the 3D excitations
become weaker in the OP25 sample, while in the OD19
sample, only the 2D spin excitations remain. For the nor-
mal state, knowing that the spin excitations arise purely
from the 2D component for the OD19 sample, we have
taken the smoothed lineshape of the 2D component from
the OD19 sample to fit the 2D contributions for the UD19
and the OP25 samples in the normal state by assuming
that the intensities between 10 and 14 meV are purely
2D. The 3D contributions in the normal state can then
be obtained by subtracting the fitted 2D component from
the total measured χ′′(Q,ω).
In order to illustrate the spin excitation response to
superconductivity, we present differences of the χ′′(Q,ω)
between 2 K and T > Tc at Q = (0.5, 0.5, 1) [Figs. 4a,
4c, 4e] and Q = (0.5, 0.5, 2) [Figs. 4b, 4d, and 4f] for the
three samples. The red and the stripe green shaded areas
are the differences across Tc for the 3D and the 2D com-
ponents, respectively, as fitted in Fig. 3. The spin excita-
tion differences at L = 2 below and above Tc for all three
samples can be described by the corresponding 2D com-
ponent at L = 1 with the same lineshape together with
an individual intensity scaling factor for each concentra-
tion. The disappearance of the 3D mode at L = 2 in the
UD19 and the OP25 samples is consistent with a spin
wave mode that evolves to a higher energy and weaker
intensities at the Brilliouin zone (BZ) boundary30. The
consistency of the 2D components at L = 1 and the to-
tal spin excitations at L = 2 across the three dopings
further demonstrates that the fitted 3D spin excitations
are anisotropic and that the fitted 2D spin excitations
are quasi two dimensional in the unpolarized INS spec-
tra. However, the ratio of the maximum intensities at
L = 1 and 2 for the OD19 and the OP25 samples devi-
ate from the evolution of the Fe2+ magnetic form factor
0.826/0.756 = 1.09, indicating that either the magnetic
order couples to superconductivity or that there is a por-
tion of contributions from the 3D mode at L = 2 in the
two compounds. More interestingly, as revealed in Fig. 4,
the 2D spin excitations are enhanced at the expense of
the low energy spin excitation loss, consistent with the
opening a spin gap in the SC state. In contrast, there is
no such gap for the 3D mode.
2. SC gaps and RPA calculation
As shown above, the energies of the 3D and the 2D
spin excitation enhancements in the SC state are distinct.
0
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FIG. 6. RPA calculation on the spin resonance for the
UD19 sample, based on the FSs that have been measured
on the sample. The isotropic gap is directly measured by
ARPES. For the anisotropic gap, the gap magnitude on the
inner electron pocket has been set to be half of that on the
outer pocket.
5TABLE I. Parameters for all the compositions of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 that have been plotted in Fig. 7. The parameters are
determined by WDS, INS, and ARPES from our measurements and those in the literature8,26–30. The 2∆ = ∆γ +∆η, because
the nesting is between the outer γ orbital of the hole FSs and the η orbital of the electron FSs.
Doping regime Actual x Unified x Tc (K) TN (K) E001 (meV) Eres (meV) ∆α/β ∆γ ∆η 2∆ (meV) Ref.
NON 0 0 - 138 13± 1 - - - - - 27 and 28
UD 0.04 0.042 11 58 7± 1 4.5± 0.5 29
UD 0.047 0.049 17 47 5.5± 0.5 5.5± 0.5 30
UD 0.056 0.051 19 44± 2 4.7± 0.3 8.3± 1 5.8 5.0 4.0 9± 1 this work
UD 0.06 0.061 24 - 4± 0.2 8.0± 1 26
OP 0.079 0.067 25 - 3.9± 0.3 8.0± 1 6.5 6.5 4.6 11.1± 1 this work
OD 0.08 0.084 22 - - 8.6± 0.5 8
OD 0.109 0.095 19 - - 8.5± 1 - 5.6 4.6 10.2± 1 this work
Accordingly, if they both are spin resonance modes, one
would expect that the three samples would have SC gaps
with distinct or anisotropic energies, especially for the
UD19 sample23. We have measured the FSs and SC
gaps for all three compositions using ARPES. The SC
gaps are comparable for different bands and composi-
tions, as shown by the symmetrized energy distribution
curves (EDCs) in Figs. 5(b-d), with the gap values shown
in Table I, which is consistent with previous measure-
ments on the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 system
12. In Figs. 5(e,
f) we present the angular dependence of the SC gaps
on the hole FSs around the BZ center, and the electron
FS around the BZ corner for the UD19 and the OP25
samples, respectively. The locations in momentum space
where these gaps are measured are marked on the FS
schematic in Fig. 5(a). The gap magnitude is extracted
by fitting the symmetrized EDCs with a symmetrized gap
function on top of a Gaussian background for the band
at higher binding energy41. The data demonstrate that
the SC gaps are largely isotropic within the instrumental
resolution, and roughly scale with Tc , consistent with
previous reports12. The SC gaps are consistent with the
existence of a spin resonance mode at 8 ∼ 9 meV, which
coincides with the 2D mode, but not the 3D mode which
is observed at a much lower energy.
Since the 3D and 2D spin excitation enhancements are
most well separated in the UD19 compound, we have
carried out random phase approximation (RPA) calcula-
tions on the spin resonances for the UD19 sample using a
tight-binding model consistent with the electronic struc-
ture and isotropic gap measured by ARPES18,19. There is
only one peak in the calculated spin resonance spectrum,
as shown in Fig. 6. For comparison, we have also con-
ducted similar calculations by assuming an anisotropic
gap on the electron bands atX , where the gap magnitude
on the inner pocket has been set to be half of that on the
outer pocket. The double-peak spin resonance appears
as expected at L = 120–23. However, the result at L = 0
(this is identical to L = 2) reveals a qualitatively similar
double-peak resonance, which is contrary to the experi-
mentally observed single-peak spin resonance, as shown
in Fig. 4. Fine-tuning of the gap anisotropy is required
to describe a situation in which the lower resonance is
out-of-plane and the higher resonance is in-plane, which
makes this explanation unlikely.
IV. DISCUSSION
The lack of a spin gap in Figs. 4 together with the RPA
calculations argue that the 3D mode is unlikely to be a
real spin resonance mode. Interestingly, previous polar-
ized INS experiments have demonstrated that an out-of-
plane spin excitation component at 13 ± 1 meV dom-
inates the anisotropic low energy spin excitation spec-
trum in the parent material BaFe2As2
27,28. This is ac-
tually the antiferromagnetic Q = QAF out-of-plane spin
wave mode. The 3D spin excitation modes observed in
the under and the optimally doped compounds resem-
ble the out-of-plane spin wave excitations of the parent
compound27,28. To determine the origin of the 3D mode,
we list the INS studies on the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 system
from our own measurements and all those reported in the
literature in Table I8,26–30. As different reports use differ-
ent conventions for sample composition, we compile these
compounds into a single phase diagram by unifying the
doping levels x by Tc based on a previously established
Tc − doping phase diagram
42, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a).
The SC gaps 2∆ from the sum of the gaps on the hole and
electron FSs, the 2D spin resonance energies Eres, and
the energies of the out-of-plane spin wave mode E001 as
listed in Table I are plotted in Fig. 7(b). The 2∆ and Eres
follow the scaling relations with the Tc dome that have
been established for the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 system
9–13.
The evolution of the low energy spin excitations in
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, on the other hand, is consistent with
a monotonic suppression of the out-of-plane spin excita-
tion mode at 13 ± 1 meV in the parent compound27,28,
reaching 4 ∼ 5 meV in the optimally doped compound26,
consistent with the gradual suppression of the long
range magnetic order which ultimately becomes short
range10,43. This 3D spin excitation mode is well below
2∆ ≈ 12 meV in the optimal doing level; thus the in-
tensities are enhanced due to the suppression of damp-
611
17
19
2425
22
19
(a)
(b)
FIG. 7. (a) A Tc− doping phase diagram unifies the compo-
sitions for all Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 samples from this work and
the literature8,26–30,42. The Tc−doping curve is adopted from
Ref. 42. (b) A phase diagram showing the energy scales of the
SC gap (2∆), 2D spin resonance (Eres), and 3D anisotropic
spin excitations (E001) as a function of the unified doping x
for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. The data for the parent compound,
and Tc = 11, 17, 24 and 22 K compounds are adopted from
Ref. 8, 26–30. The black and green lines show the univer-
sal relationships between 2∆, Eres and Tc established for the
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 system
9–12. The red line is a guide for the
E001 mode.
ing in the SC state. The enhanced spin excitations still
exhibit three dimensional behavior due to the spatially
anisotropic exchange interactions44. In this scenario, for
a lightly doped SC compound, where the energy of this
out-of-plane mode E001 > 2∆, the intensities will not be
enhanced in the SC state. This is consistent with the ob-
servations on the Tc = 11 K underdoped sample, where
a single peak enhancement of the spin excitation is ob-
served below Tc, with an energy of Eres = 4.5 meV, as
expected for the real spin resonance mode. On the other
hand, a second spin excitation mode preexists at 7 meV
above Tc and remains unchanged across Tc, as the energy
of the 3D component is too high (> 2∆) for the removal
of damping by superconductivity29. For a higher doping
compound with Tc = 17 K in the underdoped regime,
where Eres ≈ E001 ≈ 5.5 < 2∆ ≈ 8.8 meV, a clear
dispersion at the resonance energy has been observed30.
Taking the systematic doping-dependent trends from all
compounds together, we conclude that the real spin res-
onance mode is quasi 2D represented by Eres, supported
by its spin gap and scaling with Tc. On the other hand,
the dispersive spin resonance observed in the underdoped
regime is almost certainly associated with the spin ex-
citations of the magnetic order. The intensity of this
mode is enhanced below Tc due to the suppression of
the damping. In other words, the anisotropic spin ex-
citation enhancement in the SC state observed in INS
spectrum does not arise from the spin exciton mode, and
the real spin resonance mode is quasi two dimensional
for the three doping levels. We note that there is an L
modulation in the intensities for the 2D spin resonance in
the underdoped regime. The interpretation also applies
to the double spin resonances observed in the electron-
doped cuprate, Nd2−xCexCuO4+δ with x ≈ 0.155 and
Tc = 25 K
45.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have carried out a combined study
of INS, ARPES, and RPA calculations on the two
spin excitation enhancement modes in the SC state in
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. The ARPES measurements com-
bined with the RPA calculations reveal that the spin
singlet-triplet excitations can only account for the spin
excitation enhancement at E ≈ 4.3kBTc. The analy-
sis of our measurements taken together with the com-
prehensive measurements in literature strongly suggest
that the lower energy spin excitation mode corresponds
to the anisotropic spin excitations of the ordered mag-
netic moments. The characteristic energy monotonically
decreases from BaFe2As2 until the magnetic order dis-
appears in the overdoped regime. For the compositions
where the spin excitation mode energy falls below 2∆, the
intensities of this mode is enhanced in the SC state due to
the suppression of damping, and this spin wave excitation
resembles a spin resonance mode. This novel interpreta-
tion of the two energy scales of the magnetic excitation
enhancements in the superconducting state differs from
previous interpretations ascribing them to anisotropic en-
ergy gaps, and comprehensively explains the systematic
trend across the doping-dependent phase diagram.
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